October 1, 2000

1. Basic conversion specifications for name and authority records

   **Data dictionaries:**

2. Categories of syllables (SYLLABLE) (Updated April 2, 2001)

3. Conventional place names, heading form (C1)

4. Conventional place names, straight form (C2)

5. Exclusion list (EXC)

6. Multi-syllabic generic terms for jurisdictions used as part of a proper name (G3)

7. Standard conversion table (STD)

   **Conversion Sequences:**

8. Mixed text (ISWG) (Updated April 2, 2001)

9. Personal names (PER)

10. References (REF)

11. Single syllable generic terms for jurisdictions used in proper names (G1)

12. Taiwan place names, heading form (T1)

13. Taiwan place names, straight form (T2)

14. Two-syllable place names, in which the second syllable is a generic term (G2)